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Freestyle rap by Janko for his BUDDY Ladi

HOW BUDDY STARTED
D

OUR GOAL

In 2006 Ladislav Kossár bought a bracelet for one thousand crowns from children living
in a children’s home.

To create (un)conventional friendships between adult volunteers and vulnerable children
who are not growing up in their own families.

VISION
So that every child not growing up in their own
family has at least one person they can trust,
and can lead an independent life with dignity.

He visited the children’s home and asked: “How can I help you?“
The answer was simple:

“Fin d a wa
w a y f orr t h ese c h i l d r en t o f il l th
t h e ir f re
r e e time
t me aw
a w ay
a y f roo m th
t h e c h il d re
r n ’ s h o me
m .“
That’s how the BUDDY story started.

MISSION
We ﬁnd, train and support volunteers so they can
provide individual long-term support for vulnerable children who are not growing up in their own
families.

“We grew up in a loving family, we received an education and understood that no
one can manage in life alone. That’s why we think that every child should have
someone, someone who can help them ﬁnd their place in life.”
Ladislav Kossár, founder & Lucia Kossárová, co-founder
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CHILDREN HAVE HUMAN RIGHTS
In 1989 the Convention on the Rights of the Child was adopted in New York. It ensures
that the dignity and rights of every child are at the core of our work.

Article 20: CARE FOR THE CHILD WITHOUT A FAMILY
“A child temporarily or permanently depriv
deprived
ved of his or her family environment…,
shall be entitled to special protection and
an
nd assistance provided by the State.“

OUR PLACE IN THE SYSTEM
FOR VULNERABLE CHILDREN
BUDDY supports children and young people who cannot grow up in their own families.
BUDDY steps in to complement the foster care system for children and young people. Our
ultimate goal is for children not to have to grow up in institutions.
Prevention

Adoption
or family care

Measures that prevent
family break up.

Re-integration
Measures to prevent
unemployment,
dependence on social
beneﬁts, homelessness,
prison.

Finding a replacement
family for children from
dysfunctional families.

For full and balanced development, it is important that children grow up in a family
environment full of joy, love and understanding. Children then receive what they
need to play a fulﬁlling and independent role in society.

Trust
Safe and friendly
relationships,
which support
the child towards
independence.

The BUDDY program was created speciﬁcally for the needs of children in Slovakia
who, due to various diﬃcult circumstances, have been removed from their families
and placed into institutional care. Placement of children into institutional care
continues to be common in other countries around the world.

Independence
Work, housing,
sound
relationships

Cost of mitigating proble

ms

CHILD’S AGE
0

5

10

12

15

18

20

26

Foster care:
Formerly children’s home – now centre for children and families
(or just centre, following) = care in residential group homes & foster families
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CHILDREN’S BA
ASIC NEEDS
ARE MET…

…BUT THEY ARE MISSING
INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION

The centres cover children’s material needs.

Every child has unique social and emotional needs, which are oen not being met.

FRIENDSHIP, LOVE, TRUST

ACCOMMODATION

Even the most caring staﬀ at children’s centres are
paid for their work. Every child deserves a
relationship that is not solely based on a
professional interaction.

FOOD
HEALTHY SOCIAL NETWORK
The social networks of children who grow up in
centres rarely stretch beyond their institutions.
Children lack healthy family role models and real
rea
contact with the outside world,
world where they
would act independently.

HEALTH CARE
GUIDANCE AND MENTORSHIP
Children need real role models to look up to and
learn from – mature, stable adult mentors with
well-established values.

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT
Every child is diﬀerent. Only targeted individual
care can address deeply-rooted traumas and
unleash potential in each child.

EDUCATION

8

CARE IN GROUPS
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PROBLLEM

OUR SOLUTION

Almost 55,000
000 children in Slovakia do not grow u
up
p with their own families but in children’s
centres.

Every child spends quality time with a volunteer.

Biological family
A child’s biological parents are unable to care
care for their own child(ren).
child(ren) They are
overwhelmed by their own life problems.

The BUDDY team understands these children’s needs and the system that
surrounds them. It can ensure eﬀective selection, careful matching and long-term
support for volunteers, who will be entering these children’s lives and guiding
them over many years as they grow and develop as people.

Being placed in a centre
A centre is a facility where children are placed by court order.

Leaving the centre
Leaving a children’s centre without individual preparation and long-term support is
challenging. For many young people, integrating into society is very complicated.
Many become homeless, unemployed or involved in various criminal activities.
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BUDDY IS ABOUT TH
HE RELATIONSHIP

AND ABOUT MEETING THE CHILD’S NEEDS

A relationship that heals and teaches children to trust adults again.

Once the BUDDY volunteer and the child have formed a trusting relationship, the volunteer
can begin to actively support and help the child to grow in the most important aspects of
his or her life.
ACCOMMODATI
ACC
OMMODATION
ON
WORK
AND LLEARNI
E ARNING
NG

P RACTI
RA CTI CAL
LI FE SKI LLS

A solution based on evidence

1

MMONEY
ONEY AND RE
RENT
NT

2

P EO
EOPP LE AAND
ND SU
SUPPO
P P ORR T

5

BUDDY is based on attachment theory (John Bowlby), which is a universally-known
diagnostic and treatment approach for traumatised children growing up in
dysfunctional families.
CHOI CE
CESS
AND BEHAVI
BEHA VI OUR
OU R
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HOW YOU FE
FEEL
EL

Journey of change towards independence

says BUDDY’s expert program lead Mgr. Zuzana Zimová.
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> 3 ) T rying
ryi ng ttoo sort t hing
hingss ou
outt

> 44)) Ge
Getttt iningg t here w it h hhelp
el p

> 55)) I ndependence
n dep en den c e

I

> 2 ) A cccc ep
eptt ing help

I

1) Stuc
St uc k

I

based on the ﬁndings of one of the longest adult studies by Harvard University,
that lasted 75 years

I

In 2018 we obtained the license for an international evidence-based tool
(The Outcomes Star™) that helps to measure and support change. The Outcomes
Star helps set a child’s individual goals, which can be achieved by moving from
“being stuck” to “independence” on the journey of change. This makes our help
systematic. It is achieved through collaboration between the child and the
volunteer, under the supervision of a coordinator.

“ R el a tit i on sh i p s ar
a r e a d ec i si ve f aaccto
to r fo
f o r h e al th , ha
h appin
p pi n e s s aanndd s uc
u c c e s s .”. ”

(www.adultdevelopmentstudy.org) .

HEAL TH
HEALTH
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UNTEER

BUDDY IN SLOVAKIA

Through the volunteer, the child will have a mature adult in his or her life who accepts
them as they are
are. They meet away from the centre regularly every week. The volunteer
guides the child through adolescence, helps him or her discover their talents and actively
prepares him or her for an adult life with dignity.

A RELA
RELATIO
TI O N SH IIPP WIT
WI T H
ELEMENTS OF EQ UA L I T Y A N D
F R I EN D SHH I P

We are currently helping children in 9 cities in the Bratislava, Trnava and Nitra regions.

A RE
R E LLAATIO
TI O NNSS HHIIPP W ITH
IT H
E L E ME N TS O F AC C E PTAN C E
AANN D FAMIL
F AMIL Y

PIEŠŤANY
TRNAVA

PEČEŇADY

ROHOŽNÍK

MALACKY

FRIEND

CLOSE PERSON

MENTOR
BRATISLAVA
3 centres
BERNOLÁKOVO

A R EL A T I O N SH IP W ITH E L E ME N TS O F L E ARN IN G
A N D PO
P O S ITIV
IT IV E MO TIV
T IV ATIO
AT IO N
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KOLÁROVO

NITRA

Centre for children and families (approximately 100)
Centre where there is a child with a BUDDY volunteer (11)
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TOGE
ETH
HER 1 YEAR

SAMKO (16)
BRATISLAVA
My dream:
To become a professional football player
With my BUDDY I enjoy:
Biking near the Danube, watching football. But
we also enjoy studying together.
What BUDDY has taught me:
To be able to say what I want and what I don’t
want. I think more about what I will do, I plan
more. Dano helped with my studies.

DANIEL (38)
BRATISLAVA
Occupation:
Program manager (ﬁnancial industry)
My best experience with my BUDDY:
Any time that I spend with Samko is special,
whether it’s a sports activity, a walk, having an
ice cream or a trip. If I had to mention a
speciﬁc one, then it would be cheering for a
football team together. Samko is extremely
into football, we can talk about it for hours
and hours. :-)
What BUDDY has taught me:
Firstly, I found a great friend. I am learning to
see the world through the eyes of the current
teenagers and compare it with the world
when I was their age. ;-) The program alone,
meeting up with Samko, deepened my
humility and acceptance of diﬀerence. It was
clear from the start that this relationship
won’t be about me but about Samko and us.
I think so far we are “riding the same wave”,
which is great.
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BUDDY ME
ETHOD

1) RECRUITMENT

An almost 10-year-long support process by the BUDDY team for the volunteer focuses on
creating and maintaining long-term relationships that guide children towards independence.
independence

We work with children aged 12 and above. Younger children may not understand the role of
the volunteer in their life and could get inappropriately attached, while older children already
have their own ideas about adulthood. Using targeted communication, we search for the
right volunteers for the program.

The program starts with partnerships with the centres, where we work with children
aged 12 and above, and ends approximately two years or more aer they leave the centre.
Creating long-term relationships and volunteer support is at the heart of the program.
The BUDDY process that aims towards making young people resilient and independent
has the following stages:

Volunteers
Motivation to help the child without any
expectations
Minimum 22 years old
Mature person

partnerships with the centre

3) matching

5) care

6) impact measurement

Stable life circumstances
Geographically close to the centre where
the child lives so they can stay in contact

Targeted communication:

1) recruitment

2) selection

4) education

independence

CHILD PROTECTION AND PROGRAM QUALITY
Oldest and youngest
Our youngest volunteer is 23 years old.
Our oldest volunteer is 62 years old.
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2) SELECTTION

3) MATCHING

Our team of internal and external psychologists meet all the candidates over a period of
six months in individual and group interviews, to decide together whether the BUDDY
program is suitable for them.

Matching a child with the volunteer happens aer the volunteer has gone through a
thorough selection and training procedure. Matching is a process that gives an opportunity
for the BUDDY relationship to start.

Application

1 -2 individual
interviews

Psychological
evaluation
(new in 2018)

Contract
signing

Getting to know participants
and searching for pairs:

Meeting and starting the
relationship:

Our psychologist coordinators get to know the
children
children, their needs, life stories and interests,
which they use to search for the right volunteers.
At the same time, they take into account the
volunteer’s preferences for the child’s personality.

The coordinator introduces the selected volunteer
to the child during an individual meeting.

Key aspects when choosing the right volunteer:

The opportunity to start building the relationship
at the first BUDDY event: a group matching
weekend when pre-selected volunteers and
children meet, with the goal of starting their new
relationship or strengthening a recently started
one, while at the same time ensuring it is the right
match.

– Works or lives near the centre or the child’s
school
– Pairs are always the same gender
– There should be a minimum 10-year diﬀerence
between the child and the volunteer
– Personality and capabilities of the volunteer
CV screening and invitation
to interview

Weekend assessment
centre and training

Criminal record certiﬁcate
(new in 2018)

Quality of matching:
96 % of children interviewed said they would like to continue to meet with their volunteer.
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4) EDUCA
ATION

5) CARE

The BUDDY volunteer gets to know the world of the child and learns to function in it.
One of our key activities is professional care and support for our volunteers.

Our psychologist coordinators help and support our volunteers
so they can guide the children more eﬀectively.

Expert compulsory
compulsorry training that
th
hat the
ev
volunt
volunteer
olunteer
tee
er has to complete includes:

Focused on
understanding the child:
Attachment theory
Behavioural challenges
violence against children
Addictions and the young
BUDDY volunteer interventions
in crisis situations affecting
the child

Focused on the system

Program

INTENSIVE SUPPORT
WE ARE STARTING AND LEARNING

WE ARE FUNCTIONING AND HELPING

junior

SENIOR

INDEPENDENT CARE OF THE CHILD

Volunteers
GRADUATE

Socio-legal
protection system for children
Cooperation between the BUDDY
volunteer and the child’s family

Focused on self-development
of the child or the volunteer
Effective communication
How to simply be with children
Outcomes Star

Intensive support from the
program to help create and
maintain the relationship with
the child (approximately once a
month).
With the coordinator’s help they
work with the Outcomes Star to
help the child grow and meet its
needs.
Approximate duration two years.
years

The volunteer participates in
n two supervision
supervisions
ns with external expert supervisors.
ns
The BUDDY program oﬀers additional (non-compulsory) training, for example: How to combine work, life and volunteering,
or how to help the child build a healthy self-image.
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WE ARE HERE WHEN YOU NEED US

Continuous support from the
program. The relationship works
independently and is stable.

Coordinators are available when
the BUDDY volunteer needs their
help.

With the coordinator’s help they
work with the Outcomes Star to
help the child grow and meet its
needs.

They continue to work with the
Outcomes Star, and we observe
their journey to independence.

Approximate duration 6-13 years.

It has been at least two years
since the young person le their
centre and is functioning
independently with the
volunteer.

Role of the support volunteer
Apart from these key roles, we still have support volunteers who may be able to meet a
child irregularly (a legacy of how the program operated in the past). As the child still needs
intensive support, we are looking for a new JUNIOR volunteer for the child.
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6) IMPACT MEA
ASUREMENT

CHILDREN IN THE PROGRAM

The BUDDY pyramid shows how we monitor program quality and impact on the child and
volunteer. Safety and trust are essential for the child to thrive and succeed.

Long-term, safe, trusting relationships are therapeutic in themselves, and are key to
achieving a positive impact on the children. In 2018 we cared for 81 children.

YOUNG ADULT
>10 YEARS

5-10 YEARS

<1 YEAR

INDEPENDENCE
We track whether
young people have work
and accommodation once
they leave the centres.

VOLUNTEERS
We measure the impact of the
BUDDY program on our volunteers
and their satisfaction
with the program.

PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD
We support children to meet their
individual goals and build necessary
skills, using the Outcomes Star tool.

3-5 YEARS

PROGRAM
We collect and evaluate feedback
from the centres on the quality of
the program in order to improve
the quality of our services.

QUALITY AND LENGTH OF THE RELATIONSHIP
A trusting, long-term, stable, positive and safe
relationship is key to ensuring a positive impact on the child and on
society. The quality of the relationship is continuously monitored
during personal meetings with coordinators, and once a year we assess
the relationship with a standardised tool.

CHILDREN

TRUST
Building trust with an unknown person presents a signiﬁcant challenge for children growing
up in children’s centres, and is oen a long process. At this stage children are learning that they
can trust adults and that someone cares about them.

1-2 YEARS
2-3 YEARS

CHILD PROTECTION
We prioritise the safety of the child, which we try to ensure through increasingly stricter processes
in the organisation, especially volunteer selection, training, regular care and support under the
supervision of our coordinators, and feedback from the children and the centres.
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CHILD

Number of children by time in the program
For various reasons 24 children have had more than one BUDDY relationship since enrolling in the program.
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QUALITY OF THE RELATIONSHIPS
“For the mentoring relationships to have a positive eﬀect on children and
young people, they have to be strong and long-lasting. Satisfaction in the
relationship is a key indicator of how well the program is meeting children’s
needs. When the match is good, the frequency of meetings goes up and so
does the probability that the match will last and have a positive eﬀect on
the child.”
child ” (Applied Research Consulting - ARC)

WE ARE CREATING STRONG RELATIONSHIPS
Results of the independent evaluation carried out by ARC conﬁrm that BUDDY creates and
maintains strong relationships, which then enable the child’s development.
1) Overall and when compared to other similar programs, BUDDY creates strong
matches which last suﬃciently long to be of beneﬁt to the children.
2) The length of the relationships (average 20 months) is also a positive result for
the program and its positive eﬀect on the children.
3) “Talking and sharing emotions” were key for children and volunteers.

CHILDREN
In 2018 we implemented two new standardised tools developed in the USA by ARC
and the University of Pennsylvania. Both focus on monitoring the quality of the
match and the impact of external factors. They are Youth Mentoring Survey for
children, and Match Quality Characteristics for volunteers.
ARC independently evaluated the BUDDYY program and compared it to similar
community programs. ARC has 20 years of experience with mentoring program
evaluations.
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The children declared high levels of satisfaction.
The following were important to whether they
felt satisﬁed:
“My mentor helps me get in less trouble (make
better decisions, behave better, etc.)”, “My mentor
is good at making me feel better when I talk
about problems I’m having”, and not “Do things
that are boring or that you do not like.”
Children valued when their volunteer helped them
with personal and school challenges.

VOLUNTEERS
The openness of the children to receiving support
key, as the goal of the
from their volunteers is key
program is for the children to grow, which at the
same time is a strong motivator for the
volunteers.
Volunteers who develop closeness and sharing in
their relationships tend to have mentees who are
more likely to seek and value their support.
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CCESSES
FIRST SUC

IMPACT OF THE BUDDY PROGRAM

The BUDDY program has 27 young adults (18+) who no longer live in centres.
(1100%)
We are still in contact with all children (100%).
25 of the 27 young adults from the BUDDY program (almost 93 %) have a job* or
are on maternity leave, several months or years aer leaving their centres. To
compare, according to research from the Institute of Work and Family
Research**, 227 of 376 (60 %) young adults who le centres between 2015 and
2017 had a job* in the ﬁrst year aer leaving the centre.

FOR THE CHILD

FOR THE VOLUNTEER

FOR SOCIETY

Not to feel lonely, to have
a role model, and to get
support with everything

Tolerance and patience

Engagement

Humility

Connecting two worlds

Self-awareness

Better society

Self-esteem and
improvement in behaviour
School, work, accommodation

“Su chh a fe
“Suc
feeling…t
el ing…t ha t I ha ve
som eone
someo
ne t o lea n on
on.. ”

“He taught me a lot: to be responsible, to value
things, that if I want something, to try to achieve it
and not give up – for example, at school I improved
my grades, I did not have to repeat year 9. He came
to study with me together with his friend.”

Linda
20 years old
Henrik
16 years old

26 of 27 young adults from the BUDDY program (96 %) had accommodation*
several months or years aer leaving their centres. To compare, according to
research from the Institute of Work and Family Research**, 384 of 386 (almost
100 %) young adults who le centres between 2015 and 2017 had accommodation*
immediately aer leaving the centre. Follow up information was only available
for about 50 % of young adults**.
* Diﬀerent forms of work and accommodation
** Fico, M., 2017, Work with Children from Children’s Homes and Their Work Experiences Aer Leaving.
Institute of Work and Family Research.
We will continue to monitor our sample and compare it with other available research and statistical
data.

The quality of the BUDDY program is conﬁrmed by the satisfaction of the
volunteers, which Applied Research Consulting found to be positive and better,
compared to other similar programs.
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“Since I have had my BUDDY volunteer, everything
has changed in my life. I don’t get so stressed,
I’m not afraid, I get on with things.”

“M uc h bet t er ggra
raddes
es,,
I get a llong
ong w iitthh ot her
c hildren
childr
en – HE W AASS TTHHEE ONE
ONE
W HO T A UGHT M EE,, hhee sho wed
m e t he w ay
me
a y..””

Lucia
20 years old

“BUDDY put up a mirror, taught me
patience and SHOWED ME a different
world.”

Patrik
14 years old

Volunteer Zuzana
32 years old

““AA fe
f eeli
el inngg tthat
ha t wwhat
ha t I do
iiss truly
t rul y meani
m ea ni ng
n g ful.”
ful . ”
Volunteer Naďa
35 years old
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TOGETHER 2 YEARS

JANA (23)
TRNAVA
My dream:
Have a nice family, inner peace, be happy.
With my BUDDY I enjoy:
Talking
What BUDDY has taught me:
Sylvia helped me care for my little daughter.
She always heard me out and gave me her
opinion on the situation.
That has always helped me.

SYLVIA (47)
BRATISLAVA
Occupation:
Life and business coach
My best experience with my BUDDY:
I met Janka soon aer her daughter was born,
so our experiences are all connected with her.
It brings me so much joy to see how Janka
tries to be a good mum, and give something
she did not experience herself - love from her
mum.
What BUDDY has taught me:
It has given me a view into the life of a person
who has experienced a lot of diﬃculty in life
yet still has lots of love inside that she wants
to pass on.
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BUDDY TEAM

BUDDY PROGR
RAM IN 2018
BUDDY is a program that uses expert psychologists to transform donor funds into selﬂess
relationships between volunteers and children. These are key for their successful
integration in society.

Veronika

KATKA

Lucia

Laci

ANDREJ

MIKI

marketing

marketing

co-founder/
quality & impact
measurement

founder/
strategy
egy and
partnerships
erships

strategy

marketing

VIKTOR

JANKA

operations

psychologist
coordinator

Adela

ZUZKA

ﬁnance

expert
program lead

11 CENTRES
WITH VOLUNTEERS

MMaa r kket
eting
ing
OP ER ATI
ATIONS
ONS
Pr og
o grram
am
EX TER NAL
EX PERT
PER TSS
FOUNDER
FO
UNDE RSS
B OAR D OF
S UPERV
UPER V IISS OR S
ADVVIISSOORRSS
AD

125 SUPPORTERS
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– 27 new
ne w BUDDY
B UDDY volunteers
v oluntee rs
and almost
a lm os t 300
appl ica tion s
applications
– Ove
Overr 30 ttraining
rain ing se
sessions
ss ion s
and supervisions
s upe rv isions
– 18 new
ne w children
c hildre n
– 25 nnew
ew pair
pairss
– Car
Caree ffor
or 81 pairs

VIKTOR

BEáTA

Roman

Katka

Janka

ﬁnance

oﬃce

supporter

psychologist
coordinator

psychologist
coordinator
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HISTO
ORY

SEARCHING FOR A SOLUTION
SEA

Implementing principles from
attachment theory
 weekends with experiential and life skills learning
 training for both children and volunteers, ﬁrst BUDDY
pairs emerge organically
 hiring 3 workers

Willingness to help
 establishment of civic organisation
 volunteers, camps

2010

2006
6
 seminars, coursess and skills training
(IT, ﬁnance, work, communications)
 ﬁrst employee hired

2006 – 2013
Volunteer work and search for the BUDDY innovation.

2014
Understanding the need for creating long-term relationships where the child is over 12 years old.

2015 – 2018

 program consolidation (e.g. internal processes)
 team professionalisation
 9 workers
 focusing on quality and measuring the impact
of the program

2016

2014
Practical skills development

Professionalisation of the organisation

Understanding the nee
need to
create pairs (child aged 12+)

2018

2017
Stabilisation and preparation
for growth
 strengthening the team

Focusing on creating relationships and
supporting the volunteers
(train the trainer)
 professionalisation of volunteer selection
 training of volunteers to allow them to better understand
children and to help their relationships last longer
 training of volunteers so they can, in turn,
support children and develop their skills
 5 workers

 deﬁning internal processes and systems
 deﬁning revenue and marketing strategy
 maintaining program quality and
impact measurement
 acquiring the Outcomes Star license,
an evidence-based tool to monitor the
progress of children towards resilience
and independence

Building a professional team & focusing on quality. Deﬁning the ﬁnancial sustainability strategy.
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IN 2018 WE SUC
CCEEDED IN:
MARKETING

PROGRAM
Strengthening child protection.
Improving quality and impact measurement
tools.

Strengthening
St
ttre
re
individual and company
revenues through a new source of ﬁnance –
large internationall grants: Jacobs Foundation
awarded BUDDY a social innovation award.

Creating the basis for eﬀective and
sustainable operations.

Collaborating with the Eduworld platform
with over 28,000 Facebook friends.

Setting up the
e budgetary and control
process.

BUDDY pairs stories were featured in a
documentary ﬁlm produced by the Jacobs
Foundation, which screened worldwide.

Starting to pay commercial rent (aer four
years of pro bono rent support from
Slovenská Sporiteľňa).
Introducing a new IT system
system.

The SozialMarie award – the oldest award for
social innovation in Europe.
57 % of annual expenses were already
covered by regular recurrent revenues.

Marketing-fundraising support from the
well-known chef Michal Kordoš via
v a
pop-up dinner.

New tool to measure the quality of the
relationships to allow us to better support
our children and volunteers.

Strengthening support from individual
donors: in 2018 BUDDY was supported by
senior executives of 20 medium and large
companies.

Media collaborations: Denník N, Forbes
magazine, Rádio Slovakia, Vermont CZ,
Nota bene, Sóda O2, Dámsky klub, TA3, Park
online RTVS, Európa 2, Rádio Expres.

Introducing a new, one-day format of
volunteer training – Workshop Day.
By the end of the year, hiring a new
program manager who will relieve the
co-founder and lead program expert.

Reorganising the operations team in the
area of operations and ﬁnance.

Starting a brand and web refresh process.

Identifying and acquiring the Outcomes
Star licence - a tool to monitor the progress
of the child and the impact of the program.
Outcomes Star - training of the internal
team and 3 trainings for volunteers.

Deﬁning and improving volunteer care
(Junior/Senior/Supporting/Graduate).
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FINANCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY
Y

Setting up consistent and regular communication with the BUDDY community through
a regular newsletter and Facebook page.

OPERATIONS

Establishing new company partnerships:
EY, Slnečnice.
Receiving ﬁnancial support from Forbes
Top Covers personalities.
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IN 2018 WE DID NOT MANAGE:

To operate a pilot “halfway home” for young adults. We will not continue with this
type of support.
Management of the organisation and donor relationships continues to be
carried out by the founder on a voluntary basis. In the future we will evaluate
the need to professionalise in this area.
To introduce a social care worker into the program team who would help young
adults with becoming independent once they leave their centre, and so relieve
the volunteers.
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REVENUES AND COSTS

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

BUDDY is building multi-sourced ﬁnancing.
ﬁnancing In 2018 the quality of the program team and donor care were
signiﬁcantly strengthened, and the regular donor base was increased. All costs covered the team of
psychologists and marketing and management experts, who ensured care for over 81 BUDDY pairs and 125
ﬁnancial supporters.

Since 2015 our priority has been to improve the quality of our services for as many children as
possible
o achieve the ﬁnancial sustainability of the organisation.
possible, and to

EUR
REVENUES*

301 418

Individuals

167 934

Corporations

59 675

Foundations

52 800

Public funding

15 972

Other

530 000

BUDGET**
(€)

320 000

REGULAR
REVENUE
(€)

464 000

5 037
264 000

* In 2018 we were awarded a grant from the Jacobs Foundation for 100 000 Swiss Francs, which will be received and accounted for in 2019.
The diﬀerence between revenues and expenses in 2018 was covered by a positive operating result to the value of 134,787 EUR, and by an operations loan.

COSTS

211 000
123 000

463 562

Program

254 174

Fundraising and Marketing

163 448

Operations

62 000
8 000

45 940

100

112 000
81
9 000

68

16

BUDDY
PAIRS /
CHILDREN***
TEAM*

14

41
9

20
VOLUNTEER WORK

5
3
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Program

Fundraising and Marketing

Operations

Coordinators, psychologists, program expert
lead, training, recruitment, selection, relationships with the centres, child protection, quality
and impact measurement. (Proportion of
operations expenses according to the
average number of team members.)

Marketing experts, events, communications,
online marketing, graphics, merchandising,
print, donor relationships, new partnerships,
program presentations in Slovakia and
abroad. (Proportion of operations expenses
according to the average number of team
members.)

Ensuring the daily operations of the
organisation (accounting, administration,
ﬁnancial management and controlling, rent,
phone, IT). (Proportion of operations
expenses according to the average number
of team members.)

2006 ⇽

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019 (f)

(f)

Estimate
* Includes employees, part and full-time professional advisors and volunteers.
** Professionalisation of the team will allow the reduction of expenses for care per child from 2020. One coordinator cares for 20-23 pairs.
*** In 2018, the methodology for data monitoring was changed. It starts to monitor the number of children in the program. Until 2018, the number
of BUDDY pairs according to the lenght of the relationship was monitored.
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STRATEGIC PLAN

OUR VALUES

Investments up until 2020 will target ssustainable
ustainable growth for the future.

The BUDDY Program was founded with the desire of the founders to improve the lives of
children who do not grow up with their families.

VALUE

< 2025
2018  2020

2006  2017

TIME
PILOT

STABILISATION

GROWTH

Program deﬁnition

Support emerging
business model

Program scaling and
growth

 program development
 deﬁne the ﬁnal
intervention model and
key principles
 achieve critical numbers
of children and centres
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 team strengthening
 set up internal processes
and systems
 deﬁne sales and marketing
strategy + set up brand
communications
 maintain program quality
and impact measurement
 sustainable ﬁnancing –
strengthening regular
and multi-source
revenues

 roll out model to other
regions of Slovakia
 continuous stabilisation
of a network of branches
 continue quality
improvement
 research into the impact
of the program

BEZPEČNOSŤ

VYTRVALOSŤ
(ENDURANCE)

(SAFETY)

ÚSMEV

MÚDROSŤ
(WISDOM)

(JOY)

DÔVERA
(TRUST)

0 - 200 000 €

500  600 000 €

1 000 000 €

> 68 CHILDREN

> 150 CHILDREN

> 500 CHILDREN
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THANK YOU

“As one person I cannot change the world,
but I can change the world of one person.”
Paul Shane
e Spear

Orphan Opportunity Fund
an advised fund of Sillicon Valley Community Foundation
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125 SUPPORTERS
AND FRIENDS
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YOU CAN SUPPORT
THE BUDDY PRO
OGRAM WITH
Time

Pro bono services

Financially

Civic association PRO VIDA
Strážna 11, 831 01 Bratislava
OFFICE
Štúrova 3 (Luxorka), 811 02 Bratislava
ID: 37 927 051
Tax ID: 2022409301
IBAN: SK90 1100 0000 0026 2383 9960

@TvojBuddy
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www.your
www
yourrbuddy
buddy.sk
sk

EVERYBODY
NEEDS
SOMEBUDDY

